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Lost/Abandoned Contracts by Netflix 

• 2017: Disney 

• 2015: Epix  

• 2011: Starz 



Loss of Contracts Pose Threats to Netflix 

•  Netflix's primary product is their library (Lotz, 2017; Lobato, 2017). 

•  Netflix has shifted their strategy because of these threats. 

Ø  Movement toward vertical integration (Lotz, 2017) 

Ø  Movement toward global licensing (Lobato, 2017) 



Aims of this presentation 

This paper draws on trade journals and popular press articles focusing on 

Netflix’s acquisition of independent films to argue that: 

1.  Netflix uses independent films to bolster their library 

2.  The commodification and spatialized distribution of these films: 

A.  Provides independent media producers access to global audiences 

B.  Financially exploits the independent film producers 
 



How does this contribute? 

•  Research has looked at Netflix's strategy for producing and distributing 

original content . 

•  Theorizing the subscriber model of digital television (Lotz, 2017).  

•  Netflix's use of big data for production decisions (Havens, 2014).  

•  Changes to international television flows offered through portals (Lobato, 2017) 

•  Research hasn’t explored the implications of these production decisions for 

producers. 

 



Netflix acquires content. So what? 

•  Independent film acquisitions frequently transfer ownership of the 

film to Netflix, often giving Netflix rights to globally distribute the 

product. 

• Acquisitions cost less long term because Netflix rarely has to 

continue to pay licensing rights for acquired independent content 

(McClintock, 2015). 



Acquisitions, Original Content, and the Library 

• At the end of 2017, Netflix offered 367 original programs with 

global distribution rights (Netflix, “Only on Netflix”). 

• When compared to Lobato’s (2017) analysis of library size, 

original programs make up: 

•  7.1% of the total library in America (largest library) 

•  25.4% of the total library in Eritrea (smallest library) 



Traditional Struggles for Independent Media Producers  
(Scott, 2002; Lobato, 2007; Falicov, 2010). 

•  Traditionally, independent media producers have struggled reaching 

audiences nationally, much less globally.  

•  Independent media producers needed access to traditional windowing 

strategies to reach large audiences and profit. 
 
 



Netflix, Independent Producers, and Symbolic 
Capital 



Netflix, Exploitation, and Indie 
Acquisitions 

•  Traditionally, acquisitions offered producers the chance to make money 

through royalties — both the distributor and producer profit from viewership. 

•  In SVOD subscriber models, the film doesn't continue to make money based 

on continued viewership. 

•  Netflix doesn’t pay royalties (McClintock, 2015). 



Conclusion 

•  This paper theorizes that despite independent producers' ability to reach 

global audiences greatly increasing through SVOD portals. 

•  Portals exploit the independent laborers through a disconnect between their 

products use value and exchange value. 

•  Notably, the digital exploitation here differs from discussions in other 

industries like music, where producers receive small royalties based on 

streaming. 



Questions? 


